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VALUE
PROPOSITION

OUR NEW VISION
HIGHLIGHTS
THREE PRIMARY
AREAS OF FOCUS

BRAND
PERSONALITY

COMPRISED OF

POSITIONING
MESSAGING THE COBB CHAMBER

The Cobb Chamber. As one of the most influential business advocacy organizations in Georgia, we are the only
organization in Cobb County dedicated to bringing the community and its leaders together to create jobs and
strengthen the economy and quality of life so businesses and the community can achieve more.

Creates jobs and drives economic development
Strengthens the community and the region
Grows member businesses and nurture leadership
Connects businesses, government and the community

MEMBER SERVICES

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ADVOCACY

Membership (biz,
non-profit, educators,
elected officials, etc.)

Prospective Companies

Elected Officials

Economic Development
Partners

Media Outlets

Potential members,
i.e., those conducting
business in Cobb
•
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Dynamic
Successful
Energetic
Vibrant

•
•
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Innovative
Active
Influential
Fun

• Helpful
• Professional
• Conservative

MAPPING THE COBB CHAMBER

The Cobb Chamber signature consists of two components. The “Tri-Linking Mark”, the graphical element that captures the essence of the
Cobb Chamber. And the new logo type, “Cobb Chamber.” The logo may be used with or without the tagline “Achieve More.” Both elements
combine to modernize the logo in a professional, dynamic and bold way. It distinctly differentiates the Cobb Chamber from others and
reflects the high quality of companies we are dedicated to attracting.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MEMBER SERVICES
Blue: Associated with business,
conservatism, trust, &
confidence; also reflects our
County’s history in aerospace.

Green: Depicting growth, prosperity,
innovation & success; associated with
financial, banking, & the military (our roots).

LINKED SQUARES
Each square represents one of three primary
areas of focus: Member Services, Economic
Development and Advocacy. The Chamber
connects all of these components in its role
as a convener of business, government and
the community, for the good of Cobb and
the region.

COBB CHAMBER
Connecting individuals, businesses, and the
community to foster growth and nurture leadership.
Recognized as the leading advocate for Cobb,
striving to create jobs and strengthen the county
and the region. Font treatment in grey, provides
stability; neutral & grounding. Clean bold san serif
that is easily read and used on a variety of media.
Together with the color palette, the new corporate
identity is similar to the high tech industries we
grow in Cobb and recruit: Aerospace, IT and
Software, and Professional Services.

ADVOCACY

ACHIEVE MORE

Orange: Reflects energy,
endurance, & success. Also
connotes enthusiasm, dynamism
and creativity, & modernism of
the new Chamber while paying
homage to our most well-known
employers like The Home Depot,
Cobb EMC and more.

A nod to the rich tradition
and legacy of the Chamber, it
communicates our focus on
helping individuals,companies
and organizations achieve more
in business & the community.
Builds on tagline brand equity.

